Extreme Jayda

Jayda Fransen meets Julius Streicher
Jayda Fransen isn’t only Britain First’s ‘Deputy leader’. She’s also the Biffers’ ‘Press
officer’ according to her online biography at BritainFirst.org. So we thought we’d compare
her recent article to the German Nazi Party’s equivalent – Der Sturmer editor, Julius
Streicher. The results were very interesting.
“THERE IS NO ‘MODERATE’ ISLAM – BY
JAYDA FRANSEN (AUGUST 15, 2015)

A collection of quotes from Nazi
propagandist and editor of Der Sturmer –
Julius Streicher….

One of the most common questions I am asked,
especially when being interviewed by the
predominantly leftwing media, is as follows:
“The people who commit acts of terror are
extremists, they are a minority, why do you
oppose Islam as an ideology when the majority
of Muslims are peaceful and moderate?”
Here’s my answer:
Islam was created by an extremist.
His name was Mohammed and he was a mass
murderer, rapist and a pedophile who instructed
others to mercilessly kill anyone who did not
accept him as the ‘Messenger of God”.
According to Islamic scripture, Mohammed is the
“perfect human”.
So here is my question:
How on earth can all of these so called
‘moderates’ believe that a man who murdered
and instructed others to murder innocent people
is the “perfect human”?

“Do you not know that the God of the
Old Testament orders the Jews to
consume and enslave the peoples of
the earth?”
“Christ was a Jew, and God, he is
supposed to have made the universe.
That's a little far-fetched because if God
made the world, who made God?”
“You are blinded and you serve the God
of the Jews, who is not the God of love
but the God of hatred. Why don't you
listen to Christ Himself, who said to the
Jews: "Ye are of your father the devil!”

I am yet to be given an answer to those
questions other than the generic Muslim
response to anything that exposes Mohammed’s
vile behaviour: silence.
By now I am sure we have all seen photographs
of ISIS carrying out public executions, stonings,
lashings, cutting off people’s hands etc.

“But it is a fact that within Jewry there
exists a sect which engaged in these
murders.”

I am also sure it has not escaped everyone’s
attention that there are always crowds of people
standing round watching and often cheering.

“The victory will be only entirely and
finally achieved when the whole world
is free of Jews.”

According to the reasoning of our government,
the leftwing and, indeed the majority of Muslims
– the people watching and cheering are
‘moderate’ Muslims.

“The communists pave the way for him
(the Jew).”
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Extreme Jayda
Islam, as an ideology, is extreme.
It was created by an extremist.
The scriptures are extreme.
Sharia Law is extreme.
The bottom line is, there is no such thing as a
‘moderate’ Muslim.

“The Jew always lives from the blood of
other peoples, he needs such murders
and such sacrifices.”
“My life's mission is to unmask the
Jews.”
“The Jew is a devil in human form. It is
fitting that he be exterminated root and
branch.”

There are those who follow Islam and those
who do not.
If you are one of the former but consider
yourself to be ‘moderate’ because – although
you believe Mohammed was the “perfect
human”, Sharia Law is divine and the Quran &
Hadiths (which state that Muslims should kill
non-Muslims) are sacred and should be
followed – you don’t actually commit any
atrocities, then you need to stop kidding
yourself.

“This is our mission at home, to
approach these future decisions without
hesitation, to do our duty and to remain
strong. We know the enemy, we have
called him by name for the last twenty
years: he is the World Jew. And we
know that the Jew must die.”

If you agree with an extreme ideology such as
Islam, you are an extremist.

“When the Jews speak of humanity, they
mean only the totality of Jews.”

If you consider yourself to be Muslim but you
believe Mohammed was not perfect, Sharia
Law is not divine and the scriptures are not
sacred and should not be followed – then you
also need to stop kidding yourself.

“It is written in the Jewish law book, the
Talmud, that only the Jew is human, that
Gentiles are only animals.”

Islam dictates that you are not a Muslim, you
are an apostate, an infidel, a kuffar and, like
myself, you deserve to be killed.
Islam condemns you for being all of the above,
it is about time you gave what can only be
described as ‘the cancer of the world’ the same
treatment.”
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“Germans must fight Jews, that
organized body of world criminals
against whom Christ, the greatest antiSemite of all time, had fought.”

